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iron dragon productions has accumulated a vast library of martial arts themed movies over the last several years and we are thrilled to add fite tv to our
distribution footprint for these great movies, said janell vela smith, ceo iron dragon productions. one of our goals is to partner with companies that embrace
the same ethos as iron dragon productions and strive to innovate in their products for the betterment of the sports we represent. the online news network

opened its headquarters in columbus, ohio in 2011 and was able to secure coverage of the tournament as part of a partnership with the columbus blue
jackets, the nhl team. the tournament was hosted at nationwide arena. along with her long and distinguished career in the cable television industry, tracy has

produced television programs on other networks including life matters, the view, good morning america and entertainment tonight. with the sport channel,
tracy has made several award-winning documentaries including the three-part series called "crime beat;" "crime beat ii"; and the emmy-winning "jailhouse

courses." she has also been a contributor to abc news and the olympic games. tracy has executive produced and/or produced over 60 films and series for the
cable networks. a native of fort worth, texas, michael hayes, 31, is an iron dragon productions' new fight director and is pleased to have been chosen for his

ability to create exciting and innovative fight scenes. prior to joining iron dragon productions, michael built a body of work as a fight choreographer for warner
brothers, lionsgate and, most recently, new regency and framestore. michael cut his teeth on many of the most prestigious and demanding fight scenes in

hollywood, with an impressive list of credits ranging from the academy award winning film '12 years a slave,' to 'iron man 3,' 'ted,' 'the hangover part ii' and
'gone girl.'
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competition show, iron
dragon the next dragon has
wrapped up its 8 week road

trip across the usa and is
officially back in production.

the production team is
currently under the

guidance of veteran martial
arts producer, janell smith,

founder of iron dragon
productions, and her

capable team and all 8
weeks of casting have
yielded tremendous

success. 20 thousand
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applications later, the team
has whittled the applicants

to a handful who will be
competing for the chance to

star in the show. rivalries
have formed and the final

competitor/reel is
determined within the next

6 weeks. the show airs
weekly at

http://www.irondragon.tv/
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